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The meetipg was called to order at 10.55 a.m.

QUESTION OF PALESTDE

The PRESIDENT: Before calling on the first speaker~ I should like to

remind delegations that, in accordance with the decision taken by the Assembly

yesterday afternoon, the list of speakers will be closed today at 12 noon.

Hr.•. HAMl:ED (Sri Lanked: Hr. Presidfont, I should like to '7xpress my

pleasure at sc:eing you in the Chair at this emergency special session. riy

del~gation €A~ends to you its fullest support and co-operation in the discharge

of your duties. I am encouraced by your presidency, and I do hope that under

your leadership we may find a solution which wotud give the Palestinian people

their rightful place in the cOlnmunity of nations.

The Sixth Conference of Heads of State or Government of Hon-Aligned

C0tmtries, meeting in Havana in 1979) declar~d that

'an e~ergency special session of the United Nations General Assembly

should be convened~ should th~ Security Council fail to act because of

lack of tmanimity among the permanent ffiembtrs of the Cotmcil';. (A/34/542,

~_cx, Political Declaretion, para. 133)

The stUilllloning of this emcrE;ency special s<'ssion follmTs froD the fact that the

Security Council has failed as an ~ffective instrument.

In the long historY of the United :'Tations concern vith the question of

Palestine and with the injustice, oppression and denial of human rights of an

unfortunate people has now reached a crucial staGe. Durin~ its tenure of office

as Chairman of the Hon.··Aligned tIovement, Sri Lanka "TaS privileged in 1978 in

Belc;rade to see the Foreign Ministers of the Non-Aligned iIovement call for the

conveninG of a spEcial session to consider the ~uestion of Palestine. Our ffieeting

toclay is the outcomE'- of this initiative. Apart from the profound political

siGnificance of this session, for Sri Lanka there is a. speciel reason ,.,hich

adds to our readiness to participate in the session.

In the message of His Excellency the President of Sri Lanka to

this emergency special session, 'ihich is before the Assembly as an annex to

docmnent A/ES-7/4, the President emphasized that this session must establish

the basis for an effective solution. In this ,.,ay ve have confirmed the role
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of the United Nations in effecting a just solution to the question of

Palestine. General Assembly resolution 33/28 of 7 December 1978 declared

in no tmcertain terms that any aGreement purporting to solve the problem

of Palestine must be within the framelTork of the United Nations and its

Charter. The solution should provide for the full attainment and exercise

of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, including the right of

return and the right to national independence and sovereignty. No other

solution will be acceptable to us. No other solution can bring lasting

peace and stability. Any other agreement will be a makeshift and will not

stand the test of time.
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The United :rJations is familiar lTith the history of this question. Hhat lTe

have witnessed over the years is the continuing denial of the rights of the

Palestinian people caused by the total failure of the United ITations to implement

its resolutions and to discharge its responsibility towards the Palestinian people.

The question of Palesti~c is a relic of colonialism and imperialism.

It is e. canker caused b;)r the cynical uprooting of peoples and the carving up

of nations by the c;reat POI'Ters. At the United Nations, lTe have Hatched Ivith

pride the return of so many nations to freedom and inde:r/endence. Our mm freedom,

our mm sovereignty, .vhich He in Sri Lanka regained in 1948 after four and a half

centuries of foreign domination, cannot taste so sweet as long as our fellow human

beings remain oppressed. He are lTitnessing the d;)ring phase of imperialism and

colonialism. No force on earth can bolster them permanently. The political elite

of the world can help to meet the challenges of today only if it faces reality

and hastens the closure of this ugly chapter. He have wasted our enerc;ies in

disputes I-Then we should have been co-operating to find solutions to urgent problems

facing the international community. The more we postpone solutions to these

problems, the more "Te are thr01'Ting the international community into turmoil.

In 1947 Palestine lTas partitioned into a JewiSh State and an Arab State,

and that was approved by the General Assembly. The City of Jerusalem had a

special status. More than half the area of Palestine .ias constituted as the

State of Israel. TI:vents have prompted us to question the .visdom of the Gener2.l

Assembly in having undertaken' such a course of action. Modern diplomacy Dust

draw lessons frOlil this experience. A wrong decision im:!?osecI arbitrarily can set

ablaze an entire region and sometimes the whole ITorld. Grantine; that He accept

this c1ivision as legitimate, a cursory glance at the map today .vill shoH hOlT

openly the land-grab has sprauled. The State of Israel has nOl-T suallo1Ved up,

or intends to sl-TallOl·r up~ Hebron, Jerusalem, Ramallah, N:tblus and the '-Thole of

southern Lebanon.

If the partition .vas not just, hOlT much more unjust are the 1940 armistice

lines, on the basis of Hhich territorial claims are being made at the expense of

the Palestinian people. Today Israeli occupation includes 'That Has left of

Palestine - that is, Gaza, the Hest Banl~ of Jordan ancI the Old City of Jerusalem.

lle have all recognized that the lIidclle East question is a flash-point of great
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dan8er to the peace and security of the entire worlc.l. Dut 1"hen ve talk of this

question, what actually do we mean? Is it not true that~ at the very core of

this question~ is the injustice done to the Palestinian people? Any solution

of the I.fiddle East question can therefore come only from a solution of the

Palestine question. Palestine is not inciaental to any solution. Palestine

is the crux of the problem, ana~ if "e need a peaceful solution; we must not

fragment our approach to the matter, as ,-re have done so far, dealing with one

aspect now and another later or each of them separately.

The United I;ations has for several years concerned itself i·rith the

Palestine refugee question. He have established a Relief and Horks Af,ency.

We have spoken at length on the princi~le of repatriation and compensation

for loss of property. But; somehow, this seemed to be irrelevant to the main

issue. It was infused "ith humanitarian principles that touched the chords of

syL"lpathy lTithout demanding redress for an injustice which can be achieved only

by the return of Palestine to the Palestinians on the basis of self··determination.

And then again, since 1967 we have also -engaged in the

investigation of Israeli practices in occupied territories following the

1967 iTar. These deal irith reports of ill···treatment and torture of detainees,

collective punishment, the forced transfer of Palestinians and the denial

of their right to return, Israeli settlements and Israeli annexationist policies.

The work of the Special Committee of the United Nations ',hich is investigating

this conduct has been extremely useful in lceeping the attention of the United

Nations focused. on this area and exposing the behaviour of Israel. Houever,

this exercise is no substitute for self-determination.

In our view, the creation in 1975 of the Committee on the Exercise of the

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People has brought the United Nations back

on the road to dealing with the Palestinian question as it should be dealt i·rith

as the core issue and as a whole.

The question of Palestine has two main aspects. The first arises fro~

the partition i'rhich ignored the inalienable national rights of the Palestinian

people and consigned them to lives of wretched misery in refugee camps. The

second aspect arises from the annexationist settlement pOlicies of Israel in the

occupied territories.
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He should nmv acl.dress our minds to the salient features of an effective

solution. In recent t'imes the Security CQuncil has been compelled to tal.e

note of the increasing scale and tempo of Israeli activities directed aeainst

the Palestinian leadership and the Palestinian homeland. These activities are

part of a deliberate plan to remove the basis for Palestinian self-determination.

1'n1en \le say that Israel must lrithdra1v from the occupied -territories, 1ve intend that

such 1·rithdraual should be part of the self.-determination process. It is

imperative that the settlement and annexation policies of Israel in Gaza, the

l~st Bank and Jerusalem be halted, dismantled and declared null and void.

The relevance of the refugee question to self-determination is that

those in exile shotlid have the right to return and to be reunited 1Tith their

kith and kin in a Palestinian homeland. He must emphasize here that the Palestinian

problem is not a refugee problem. It is not a question of providing new homes

for refugees. It is a question of forced exile and the right to return is the

lawful remedy for illegal eviction.



(Mr. Hmneed. Sri Lanka)

The United Nations has so far failed to effect Palestinian participation

in the peace that the United N~tions hopes to construct in the Middle East. It

is our view that the situation does not permit proxy representation for

Palestine, as that would amount to a rejection of the aspirations of the

Pales"tinian people collectively deposited ,-dth the PalestinE' Liberation

Organization (PLO). The Government of Sri Lanka, under the leadership of

President J. R. Jayewarden~ recognizes politically and diplomatically the

inalienable national rights of the Palestinian people and their struggle for

the re 1-\ "I ization of those rights under the leadership of the PLO. I wish to

reinforce and reiterate that recognition, for we feel that such international

recognition is an essential first step on the way to peace. vTe talk of and

recognize the need for an enduring peace; the best guarantee of that is the

participation of the Palestinian people, led by the PLO, in the peace

negotiations. Let there be no mistake about it. There can be no solution, there

can be no durable peace, without the participation of the PLO in the

negotiations. The PLO cannot be dismissed as an organization with no right of

access to the peace table. Modern history has shown that every effort to

keep freedom fronts away from negotiating tables has miserably fai~ed.

~lliat the United Nations General Assembly seeks to do is to establish

the basis for removing the cause of the conflict that has been ,dth us year

after year. Israeli withdra'val from the occupied territories, combined with

national self-determination for the Palestinian people 'till set right the

injustice and remove the cause for conflict. Such a basis is probably the on1.y one;

the only' prospect for peace. Piecemeal solutions to crucial problems represent only

a postponement of the explosion to another day.

We do not fool ourselves into thinking that each one of us has the same

capacity to ,msure the achievement of the solution for Palestine. But we

should not shirk our responsibility to mw(e common cause with the Palestinian

people. We firmly believe that eiven the full support of the United Nations

and encourar,ement to proceed in the correct direction, e~ch Member State

can play a significant role, according to its capacity,in finding a just solution.

AH/5 A/ES-7/PV.3
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I1fr. HALASZ (Hungary): Mr. President, it gives me great pleasure to

~oLvey to you, on behalf of the delegation of Hungary, our ~.,armest congratulations

on your unanimous election as President of this emergency special session of

the General Assembly at a time when once again this august body is met to

consider one of the mest urgent problems, ono ,that has coufronted it for more than

three decades.

sovereignty. Let us grasp that opportunity to end the sufferi.ng of the

Palestinian people and the tension in the Midd~,: East. A grievous vrrong has been

done to the people of Palestine. That wrong must be rectified urgently and

completely. The Palestinians have suffered deeply and unconscionably in the

past. That sufferine; must end now. Upon that sufferinr. and sacrifice I am

confident that a na:tion VTill and must emerge to join us here to work in

peace and harmony for a neVT and hopefUl tomorrow.

(Mr. Hameed. Sri Lanka)

The claims of the Palestinian people cannot be ignored by anybody here.

The United Nations could clearly and decisively take the most obvious

decision that the situation ~'1arrants' Rnd yet it does not. For hO'T muny years

have we debated this question? Can we count the millions of words spoken in

sympa"bhy for the Palestinians? And yet, ~"hat a staggerine; dispropottion bet~.,een

the words and the deeds.

One suspects that Palestine has for long been a football kicked around.

in the arena of bi~-Power rivalry. The common sense approach to a just

solution has been fractured and fragmented with a e;reat deal of sophistry in

the interests of East-Hest power politics, blo~ rivalries nnd the carving

out of spheres of influence.

He are used to tactics aimed at making the Palestinian question a part

of some bigger package. They are mere tactics which bring no credit to the

United Nations, ~.,here the principles and even the policies in favour of

self-determination are basic to the very existence of the United Nations. It

may be expedient to put aside a resolution of this prolonged crisis for ano't,ncr

year and then another, but what is expedient is not what is right. It may be

expedient to sit on a pOVTder keg in the hope that it may not blow up. He

must not ~.,ait for a catastrophe to bring us to our senses.

We have an opportunity at this session to demonstrate clearly that aggression
and the use of force cannot deny a people their-national rights, freedom and

A/ES-7/PV.3
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I am confident that your porsonal qualities as a mOST. prominent dip.Lomo.l.

of a friendly country and your dynamic leadership will make it possible to

produ~e substantial results for the Arab people of Palestine and for the peoples

of the world who are looking towards our deliberations with great expectations.

Various aspects of the problems in the :iidd:c East, includinB the

question of Palestine, have been before the United Nations since 1947. At present

the overWhelming majority of states rIembers of our Orr,anization recognizes tha~

the question of Palestine is the basic element in the Middle East conflict. This

has been reflected in the resolutions of the General Assembly adopted in 1974

Which call for the definition of the inalienable rights of the Arab people of

Palestine, including the right to self-determination, to national sovereignty

and to return to their homes from vnlich they have been displaced and uproot~d,

and the recognition of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) as the

sole representative of the Palestinian people. Subsequent General Assembly

resolutions created a Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of

the Palestinian People and established a Special Unit on Palestinian Rights

in the United Nations Secre"bariat.

AW/5 A/ES-7/PV.3
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The Committee made its recolTl..rnendations on the exercise of the inalienable

riC;hts of the Palestinian people. They have been adoptecl by the Genere~

Assembly~ and they have been endorsed by different or~anizations and bodic3

of the international cOllununity, by the Lea~ue of Arab ~:itates ~ the Islamic

Conference, the Organization of African Unity, the iIovement of Hon-Alic;ned

Countries and, of course~ the countries of the' socialist community.

Unforttmately the Security Council has not yet adopted those recow~enQations

because of the attitude of certain of its members which encoura~e Israel in

its policy of obstruction and defiance in the occupied Arab territories.

The position of my country ,'lith respect to the Holy City of Jerus~lem

has already been defined in this forum. The question of Jerusalem is of

special importance to all the parties concerned. I should like to

repeat that my delegation is unable to accept any unilateral measure

desif,ned to alter the juridical and political status of Jerusalem. 1!e deeply

rer,ret and object to the recently announced Israeli decision to annex the

IIoly City. The action of Israel will certainly have the most serious

cons e'luences . i:1y country is in favour of adopting resolutions 'lt this session

which contain effective measures aimed at halting Israelis desiens on

Jerusalem nndall other occupied Arab territories.

A ccmprehensive settlement in the ;'1iddle :Cast involves three

orGanically linked provisions: first, rpcognition of the inadmissibility of

acquiring territory through war, and consequently the ,·rithdra,val of Israeli troops

from all Arab territories occupied in 1967: secondly, the honouring of the legal

rights of the Arab people of Palestine, without whose participation the Palestinian

question cannot be solved:, and, thirdly, respect for the sovereignty ~

territorial integrity and independence of all Stat~s of the region,

includinG, of course, Israel. Those provisions continue to be the basis of

our principled approach to the problems of the IUddle ~ast.

However, secret neeotiations and manoeuvres backstage have undermined

the chance of establishin~ a just and lasting peace in the Iliddle East.

The contents of those ne~otiations are the same as those that have for a

lon~ time blocked any serious international talks on this problem and have

split up the Arab front in order to Drotect the interests of Israel and its

RH/6 AlES...7IpV •3
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patrons. Those deals overlook the key issues in the ~iic1dle East settlement

and represent a blow to a comprehensive approach.

The real bacltground and essence of the ::frameuorlts for peace in the

~uddle East li elaborated at Camp David ,rill be revealed uith the passase of

time. However ~ it is clear that they represent a virtual abandonment of the

principles for the solution of the Middle East conflict that are contained

in the resolutions of the General Assembly. Their policy of undernlining

the vital interests of the Arab people of Palestine now predominates.

Instead of securins a comprehensive settlement, one of the parties has been

pushed towards concludins a separate peace on the terms of the other t1ro.

Not uithout reason, one recalls in this context the words of the late

President Nasser, who~ on 25 April 1968, at Cairo University~ said:

liNullifying the results of Israeli aggression does not simply

mean having Israeli troops withdrawn from Sinai. If that Here the case,

we could get a result over night ••• I repeat, if vre had to liberate

just Sinai, then the whole thing would be quite easy. Uhat is actually

at stake is our destiny, the destiny of all Arabs. If it ,·rere merely

a question of liberating Sinai, ,-re should accept the American-Israeli

terms and let Israel have Jerusalem, the Hest Bank of the Jordan and

other Arab lands The problem is far more complex than the liberation

of Sinai: shall He remain an independent and sovereign State~ shall

we fall within a sphere of influence or reject it? That is the

question."

It is obvious that the Camp David deal does not eliminate the causes of

the conflict in the region. It does not heal any ,vounds ~ but makes them

deeper. A just and lasting peace has clearly been sacrificed in the

interests of an alliance which has to assume the responsibility for any

dangerous consequences. It is also obvious that an unjust peace cannot be a

lasting one. Any attempts to ignore the ftmdamental prerequisites for a just

solution or to bypass it cannot give anything but the illusion of a settlement

and can only make the situation more explosive.

The parties to the Camp David accords should have realized by nOH that

as lons as they insist on ignoring the key issue for peace in the Middle East 

that is, the national rights of the Arab people of Palestine - peace will

EUI/6 A/ES-7/PV.3
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continue to elude them. To impose n s.cttlement upon the Palestinian

people is to aggravate ar: ~lrcndy deterioruting situation. He share the :view

of the majority of nations that the "autonomy" talks have failed because the

starting-point was totally 1·rrong. The issue at stalte is not :;autonomy:'. It

is a question of self-determination, national independence and statehood

for more than 3 million people. The Israeli occupation cannot alter that

fact: it can only prolon~ the sufferin~ of the peoples of the Middle East.

The solution to the whole Middle East conflict lies in the long overdue

implementation of the resolutions of the General Assembly. This 1'1ay leads

to peace~ all others are self-defeating. A concerted world-wide action

can secure this solution, which will provide peace, justice and security

for all.

In conclusion I should like to state that r:ry country has all1ays supported

the just struegle of the Arab people of Palestine. rk are with the Palestinian

people in their fight for their own independent State. He are convinced that

the participation of the Palestine Liberation Organization on an equal footinG

with other parties is really indispensable in all efforts and deliberations

on the Middle East.

RH/G A/ES.~ 7/PV•3
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Nr. BLUM (Israel): Anybody accusing the United i~ations of

uIDnobilism is being plastically disproved here right now. The delegations

engaging in this childish exercise seem to believe that by walking away

from the truth, truth itself vTill vTalk avTay. They are badly mistall:en: truth

,,,ill follow them even to the sidelines and dark passages of this hall, from

where they prefer to listen to my statement.

v~ are supposedly here to listen to one another and to reason with one

another. Is there not something symbolic in this ridiculous uall:-·out? Does

it not highlight the root cause of the Arab-·Israel conflict, that is the

refusal of the Arab world to come to tenns with Israel's existence?

The absentees are also precisely the same States which have put themselves

on the sidelines of the mainstream of real developments in the ~uddle East, and

have become bystanders ~ some"That neurotic bystanders - to the current peace

process.

There is a world of reality - and there is the world of the United Nations.

~lere is the United Nations Charter - and there is its persistent violation

by the majority within this Or~anization.

There are the rules of procedure of the General Assembly -' and there are

the arbitrary procedures applied to every aspect of the Arab~Israel conflict.

There are the indisputable facts of that conflict - and there is the

complete distortion of those facts in the documents, deliberations and

resolutions of the United Nations.

There is a balanced and practical approach to peace-mwl:ing in the Middle

East - and there is a concerted cwnpaign to frustrate the peace process through

the United Nations and thus prolonG the conflict in the Middle East.

Anyone reviewing the business of the United Nations since the beginning

of this year lTould be bound to conclude that there are hardly any international

crises or threats to peace and security in the 'o1Orld other than the Arab..·Israel

conflict. The Soviet Union has withdravffi from Afghanistan. Its troops have

stopped slaughtering thousands of ordinary Afghans. Sweetness and light radiate

from South-East Asia. 'rhere are no threats to the sovereignty, national

independ6hce and territorial integrity of States in that region. The huge

flow of refugees from Viet Ham and Cambodia has ceased. A hundred anQ tuenty

thousand individuals were not driven out in recent months from Cuba and
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turned into refugees. All has been and remains quiet in Africa, from the

top to tbe bottom of that continent, including the Sahara~ the Naghreb and

the Horn c..,r Africa. In the Middle East there are no tensions betl1een Iran

and Iraq. The tlTO Yemens have been acting as model neighbours. The Syrian

army of occupation has pulled back from Lebanon. Stability and tranquillity

reign in the north of that \'Tar-torn country. International terrc1rism, ,vith

its concomitant features of indiscriminate murder and the twcing of hostages,

ho.s been broUGht under control. Apparently, were it not for Israel,

international harmony would reiBn all over, and it is only Israel that prevents

the advent of the Messianic era.

Indeed, from the apparent dearth of emergencies throughout the ,-lOrld,

the outside observer might even conclude that the human condition is a happy

one. But, as we all know, nothing could. be further from the truth. lIhen one

1001..s at the vast assemblage of nations gathered here and tries to compute the

sum total of human misery that most of them rei ';' "ent, one is forced to quite

a a.ifferent conclusion. Indeed, as one conte\; a.t ~s the very real threats to

the existence of literally hundreds of millions .~ "~nan beings, the wars,

the lack of freedom, the brutal suppression of minorities, the mass death

sentences, the persecution and torture of dissidents, the cruelty and the

degradation, the disease) the malnutrition and the poverty in the world today,

one can only conclude that the lawless majority in this Assembl~ shamelessly

turns its back on the real problems facing mankind by indulging so much of its

time in barren, anti-Israel exercises.

~le fact is that many of the States represented here regularly violate

every human standard and international norm in the conduct of their affairs,

both domestic and external. They regularly practise every crime that they

mendaciously attribute to Israel, but the Assembly is not convened in

emergency special session. The international crimes and the threats to peace

persistently perpetrated by totalitarian and dictatorial regimes which rush

to harass Israel are legion, yet the General Assembly passes over them in

silence.
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The reason for this hypocrisy~ cynicism and bias is not hard to explain.

In everything to do "rith the Arab-Israel conflict, a majority of this Assembly

lets itself be led - in some cases willinGly, in others under duress - by a

coalition of extreme Arab States, in conjunction "Tith the Soviet Union, its

satellites and the radicals in the non-ali~ned Broup of countries.

Virtually all the Arab States are still obsessed with Israel. Most of

them still refuse to recognize Israel and its right to exist. ~IDst of them

are still committed to the destruction of Israel and to the use of "all means;:

to achieve that objective. Among those so-called means are the manipulation

of this Organization, the monopolization of its time, the abuse of its means

and machinery ~ and even the harnessine; of the Secretariat, so that the "Thole

United Nations system can be exploited in the relentless Arab campaign of

political ~farfare against Israel. ~lliat is happening here in this session

and, for that natter, ~'That is happening at the United Nations ~rorld Conference

on Women in Copenhn~en are only the latest manifestations of the ceaseless

Arab warfare a~ninst Israel.
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The holding of this so-called emergency special session is both illegal

and preposterous. It makes a complete mockery of the rules of procedure

of the General Assembly.

The l'Uniting for Peace l
: resolution - 377 A (V) of 3 Hovcmber. 1950 

which is the only basis for convenin~ an emerGency special session,

laid down clear conditions under which such sessions might be held.

As I explained in my letter to the Secretary-General of 20 July 1980 (A/35/344),

those prerequisites have not been met in this case.

Moreover, the convening of this session not only patently violates the

terms of resolution 377 A (V). It has also been arbitrarily timed to suit

the whims and partisan interests of a group of States and their supporters

in their implacable campaign against the current peace process in the

Middle East, and in their constant attempts to divert attention away from

such uncomfortable t.opics as Afghanistan. As is common knowledge, this

so-called emergency special session has been contemplated for years. The

decision to convene it \:at the appropriate time\; - whether or not there

existed an emergency, within the meaning of resolution 377 A (V) _ was taken

in September of last year, at the Sixth Non-Aligned Summit held in Havana,

as can be seen from document A/34/542, of 11 October 1979, page 175.

The way in which the timing of this event was rigged has not escaped

notice either. It only reinforces the absurdity of this entire exercise.

Although the letter requesting the convening of an emergency special session

was sent by the Permanent Representative of Senegal to the Secretary-General on

1 July 1980, the bulk of the replies to the Secretary-General's note on

this matter were deliberately deposited with the Mission of Cuba and held back for

C'.lLlcst three lTeel~s until 21 July so that this malee-believe "emer~ency session"

liOuld not be~in before 22 July, the date set for this premeditated "emergency".
What then is .the validity of this bogus "emergency special session tl and of

allY' resolutions "'-;h.:'..t might emanate from it? The short anS1·Ter is th<1:c this

session is ille~nl. 'It follows that any resolutions adopted by it 1Jill be

equally illegal Qnd tainted ab initio.
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But, if this phony event cannot be taken seriously, there is no doubt

that it can do further damage to what little remains of the United Nations'

prestige and the moral authority of this Assembly. The cause of peace will

not be advanced, but the United Nations will be dealt another blow.

Let us not deceive ourselves, because the world at large cannot be

deceived. This mock l1emergency session 11 is nothing but the latest stage in the

well-orchestrated campaign which has been systematically conducted by the

Arab enemies of peace in the Middle East and by their supporters. More

specifically, it follows a marathon series of debates in the Security Council

since February of this year, all of which had the same purpose - to interfere

with and, if at all possible, subvert the ongoing peace process in the

Middle East.

This debate has been initiated, ostensibly, by the Committee known as the

"Palestine Committee \;, which is no more than a pliant tool in the hands of

the terrorist PLO. It will be recalled that that Committee was set up through

the General Assembly with the object of by-passing Security Council

resolution 242 (1967). Little wonder that the COEnittee's recommendations,

submitted to the General Assembly since 1976, accord fully with the PLO's

declared aim of destroying the State of Israel.

Unable to destroy Israel through war and repeated acts of aggression,

the Arab States have steadily encouraged terror against Israel through the PLO.

They have also assiduously propagated a series of myths concerning the problem

of the Palestinian Arabs. And in recent years, by exploiting the oil weapon

and the grip they hold over large parts of the world's economy, the Arab

petro_hegemonists have inflated the problem of the Palestinian Arabs out of

all proportion, both in absolute and in relative terms.

Among the myths that have been deliberately propagated are the following:

first, that the Palestinian Arabs have been denied their right of

self_determination; secondly, that only one refugee problem - the Arab refugee

problem - was created as a result of Arab aggression in 1948; thirdly, that

there is some mystical connexion between the question of the Palestinian Arabs

and the energy crisis, and that the latter will somehow go away if the former

is solved at Israel's expense.
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As alw~s) reality is very different from myth. Stripped of all its

artificial encumbrances, the problem facing us today takes on quite a

different aspect. The simple and incon"crovertible facts are:

First, two States have been established on the territory of the former

Palestine Mandate. One is an Arab State - Jordan _ and the other is a

Jew5.sh State - Israel. The Palestinian Arabs have thus achieved self

determination in the P61estinian Arab State of Jordan.

Secondly) a Jewish refugee problem) in addition to the Arab refugee

problem, was created by Arab 88gression in 1948 and, in effect, an exchange

of populations has talten place.

Thirdly, the energy crisis is unrelated to the question of the

Palestinian Arabs. Hence) the solution of one will not resolve the other.
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Central to any discussion of the issue before us is the basic fact which

I have just mentioned - namely, that two states have been established on the

territory of the former Palestine Mandate. One is the Palestinian Arab State

of Jordan~ which achieved national self-determination, independence and

sovereignty in 191~6. The other is th~ Palestinian Jewish State of Israel

which became independent in 1948. Hence, there is no need or justification

whatsoever for the establishment of a second Palestinian Arab State. The fact

is that the vast majority of Jordan's citizens are Palestinian Arabs; and,

similarly, the vast majority of Palestinian Arabs are Jordanian citizens.

Palestinian Arabs occupy leading positions in Jordan tod~ too numerous to

mention. They constitute Jordan's administrative, intellectual and economic

elite and are in fal:t the backbone and mainst~ of t' 3.t country.

Moreover, the Palestinian Arab State of Jordan is only one of 21 separate

Arab States, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Persian Gulf, in which the Arabs

have realized self-determination since the end of the First World War. The

combined area of those 21 States is 5.5 million square miles, that is to say,

10.3 per cent - 10.3 per cent - of the world's land surface. The Arab States

straddle an unbroken land-mass greater in size than Europe, the United States

or China~ and are rich in material resources~ not least of them oil~ on which

much of modern life depends.

On the other hand ~ the total area of the original Palestine Mandate

on which a Jewish State was to be established 't(as about 1~5 ,000 square miles,

that is, less than 1 per cent - less than 1 per cent - of the enormous

territories encompassed by the 21 Arab States tod~. This, however, is by

no means the end of the story. Uith the estEl.blishment of the Palestinian Arab

State of Jordan on about 80 per cent of the territory of the Palestine Mandate,

the Palestinian Jewish State - Israel - was left ~dth less than one fifth of

1 per cent - I repeat, less than one fifth of 1 per cent - of the total area

of all the 21 Arab States tod~. And even this tiny sliver of land for the

Jewish people to exercise its right of self-determination in its ancestral

patrimony has been begrUdged by the Arab world ~ which is apparently incapable

of countenancing a non-Arab and non-Moslem State in the Middle East.
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Everything that we have experienced in the Arab-Israel conflict since 1948

flows from one fundamental fact - the unwillingness of Arab Governments to

accept and coexist with a sovereign Jewish state, irrespective of its size and

boundaries.

The adamant refusal on the part of the Arab world to recognize Israel's

right to exist has always been and remains the core and cause of the Arab-Israel

conflict and everything else is pretext or subterfuge. This was the reason that

the Arab States, as well as the Arabs of Palestine, categorically and on the

United Nations record rejected General Assembly resolution 181 (II) of

29 November 1947 and initiated hostilities with the express purpose of aborting

that resolution and preventing the establishment of the state of Israel. The

fact that the Arabs failed in their armed aggression aimed at destroying Israel

does not legitimize their violation of international law. At the same time,

that armed aggression precludes them from invoking in any form the benefits of

a General Assembly resolution which they both rejected and destroyed by force

of arms.

This refusal to recognize Israel's existence as well as its right to exist

is the reason ~'1hy the Arabs have, since 1948~ launched four major wars against

my country. This is the reason why they have developed a ramified series of

battlefronts and a vast arrB¥ of weapons against my country. "These weapons

include, inter alia, an economic boycott of Israel which has been extended into

a secondary boycott on third parties trading with my countr3. Various States

have been blackmailed into joining this campaign against my country. A propaganda

war of major proportions has been directed for years against my country. And

the United Nations has been seized upon, in all its various cr6ans and agencies,

as an instrument readily at the disposal of the Arab States in their relentless

political warfare against my country.

Hithin this context, but with even uglier intent, the Arab states also

created the terrorist organization which came to be known as the PLO. That

murder organization was founded in 1964 - that is to say, three years before

the Six Day War of June 1967 - at a time when Judaea, Samaria and the Gaza

District were under Jordanian and Egyptian occupation, respectively. In other

words, it is evident that the PLO was created by the Arab States merely as
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another weapon in their serried arsenal for the destruction of Israel, even

before the Six Day War of 1967.

The PLO's so-called Covenant is permeated uith the criminal and politicidal

concept of the elimination of the State of Israel. That document was originally

adopted in 1964. It was amended in 1968 and has been reaffirmed since year

after year.

The General Assembly should be aware, and must be a'to1are, that almost every

article in the PLO's ~ovenant calls for or inplies the dissolution of the State

of Israel. Article 19 of the document in question declares that lithe establishment

of the state of Israel is fundamentally null and void, whatever time has elapsed".

Article 20 goes on to assert that lithe claim of historical or spiritual ties

between Jews and Palestine does not tally with historical realities ll
• In other

words, with one cavalier stroke of the pen, the PLO seeks to rewrite more than

3,000 years of the history of mankind. Article 15 grotesquely defines the

IIpurgine; of the Zionist presence from Palestine" as the PLO's objective.

These are not abstract propositions, but operational principles. Most

specifically, articles 9 and 10 of the Covenant call for indiscriminate terror

against Israel and its citizens.

u
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The PLO has not hesitated to translate its cri.minal doctrine into criminal

deeds. Attempts at mass murder of innocent men, women and children in Israel

and throughout the world have char~cterized the PLO and its activities since

its ereation in 1964. In the course of the last 16 years, over 1,000 men,

"lomen and children - not only Jews, but also Arabs and others - have been

murdered and more than 5,000 people have been maimed and wounded. The PLO

has openly boasted of its responsibility for virtually every one of these

outrages.

As 'ie all knmi, the PLO has no inhibitions about violating the sovereignty

and territorial integrity of many States Hembers of the United Nations and has

shown little respect for the niceties of law, order and pUblic security in those

countries. Because of the active support it receives from certain Arab Governments.

the PLO has become the linchpin of the Ilterrorist international" which is

plaguing society throughout the 'iorld today. It services and supplies the needs

of other terrorist groups in Europe, Latin America, Asia and Africa, all of

which, for example, train openly on PLO bases and plan and practise terrorist

attacks without .let or hindrance, and it frequently supplies mercenaries for

regimes engaging in international terrorism.

Moreover, in all its criminal activities, the PLO is aided, trained and

equipped by the Soviet Union and its satellites. In turn, the Soviet Union uses

the PLO in its well-known attempts to destabilize the entire Middle East and to

sabotage the peace process. Hence, it came as no surprise that this Soviet stooge

rushed to proclaim its support for the Soviet aggression in Af,ghanistan, a

non-aligned and Moslem State. Similarly, it is no coincidence that Yasser Arafat,

the terrorist chieftain who "las responsible for the slaughter of II Israeli athletes

at the IvIunich Olympics in 1972, '\olas invited as a guest of honour to the allegedly

non-political Olympic Games in Noscow• For anyone with a shred of decency and

humanity, that visit can only conjure up feelings of sadness, contempt and

disguest.

The grave threat to international security which is created in this way is

further exacerbated by the encouragement which the PLO derives from the favourable

attitudes here at the United Nations, in clear violation of the United Nations Charter

and the rules of procedure of the various organs - witness the holding of this

phoney l1emergency special session rl
•
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Another result of the unremitting acts of Arab aggression against Israel

since 1948 has been the creation of two refugee problems of similar dimensions in

the Middle East - and not just one, as is commonly supposed.

By the time Arab aggression against Israel was successfully thwarted in 1949,

some 600,000 Palestinian Arabs had bceome refugees in arcas controlled by Arab

Governments. Instead of settling and integrating their Palestinian brethren, "'1ho

speak the same language, share the same cultural, historical and religious heritage

and frequently even have family relations in the Arab host countries, those countries

forced them to languish in camps and exploited them callously as a political weapon

against Israel.

The thousands of Jews who lived in Judaea~ Samaria and the Gaza District until

1948 could not resist for long the invading Arab armies. Those of them who had

survived the invasion and prison camps sought and found refuge in the State of

Israel.

A much larger problem of. Jewish refugees w~s caused by the Arab hostility

to"'1ards the afl~ient Jewish communities in Arab lands. Those Jews, who at the time

numbered nearly one million and "ho over the centuries had contributed so much

to the advancement of the Arab world from the cultural, economic and many other

points of view, had often been treated as second-class citizens, subject to

various forms of discrimination and persecution. Even before the Arab aggression

against Israel in 1948 and 1949 was repelled,they fell victim to violence and

further persecution at the hands of Arabs thirsting for revenge. Hany of them ""ere

murdered. Others were thrown into prison and tortured. Hundreds of thousands

were forced to flee, leaving behind considerable property and material assets.

Homes and businesses were looted. Bank accounts were frozen. Communal property

and priceless cultural assets "'1ere expropriated by Arab Governments.

From 1948 to the present day more than 800,000 Je""s have been forced to leave

Arab countries. About 650,000 of them have become citizens of Israel, having

arrived there in most cases with only the clothes on their backs. Hence, in

effect, a de facto exchange of populations has taken place between the Arab States

and Israel, triggered off by Arab aggression in 1947 and 1948.

According to United Nations figures, there have been anything between 60 and

100 million refugees and displaced persons since the en<l of the Second World Har.

Even if one accepts the smaller of these figures, the Arab refugees in 1948
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constituted no more than one per cent of the total. The vast majority of the

other refugee problems in the 'w'orld, including the one of the Jewish refugees,

have been solved by the refugees' settlement and integration into their new countries

or places of residence. To be sure, this has already been accomplished as regards

most of the Arab refugees and their offspring, the vast majority of whom continue

to live in the territory of the former Palestine Mandate and are citizens of' the

Palestinian Arab State of Jordan.

Before 1967 Israel did not control Judea, Samaria and the GazaDistrict.

Yet there \Tas no demand then for the establishment of a "Palestinian state" in

those areas. The Arab countries which now so sanctimoniously preach about the

necessity for a IIPalestinian state" in those areas did nothing at the time.

The explanation for this is very simple: the entire world Imew that the

Kingdom of Jordan is "the Palestinian Arab State, just as the State of Israel is

the Palestinian Jel-rish state. The entire world also Ime~v that the vast majority

of Palestinian Arabs are Jordanian citizens and that the majority of Jordan's

citizens are Palestinian Arabs.
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However, in an attempt to undermine the peace process called for by

the Security Council in its resolution 242 (1967) of 22 November 1967,

Arab strategists searched for slogans and terms that 1'Tould catch on in

the general political climate uhich had developed in the 1iOrld by that

time. They estimated that they stood more to gain by promoting the alleeed

existence of a second Palestinian Arab people, entitled to a second

Palestinian Arab State in the area of the former Palestine Mandate.

The advantages of that tactical sleight of hand were obvious. It

would enable the Arab States to claim that there uas still a Palestinian

Arab people deprived of ~he rights to self-determination and independence,

and the implementation of those claims uould clearly be at the expense of

Israel's existence.

Leading spokesmen of the PLO admit that this b,gus thesis was invented

to work towards the destruction of the State of Israel. For instance, Zuhair Muhsin,

the head of the PLO's so-called IImilitary departmen';11 until his violent death last

year, 1'Tas quoted in the Dutch daily nevTspaper, Tro'.!.1-T, on 31 March 1977:

liThe existence of a separate Palestinian identity serves only

tactical purposes.

llThe founding of a Palestinian State is a ne1v tool in the continuing

battle against Israel and for Arab unity.

11After we have attained all our rights in the 1'Thole of Palestine, 1fe

must not postpone, even for a single moment, the reunification of Jordan

and Palestine."

The meaning could not be clearer. The assertion of a second Palestinian

Arab identity is merely one more subterfuge designed to bring about the

destruction of the State of Israel - if not in one fell swoop, then in stages.

For a number of years now the PLO has advocated a programme which is

sometimes described by its spokesmen as a tuo- or three-stage policy. In essence,

it aims in its first stage at the establishment of a second Palestinian Arab

State anywhere in the territories administered by Israel since 1967. The second

stace ef the policy is to use this proposed State as a launchinG pad for the

ultimate overthrow of Israel.
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This programme was described ,rith complete candour by Farollic Kaddoumi,

another of Yasser Arafat' s henchmen ~ in ~e,.sweek maaazine on 14 Harch 1977:
IIThere are t"10 l.initiai! phases to our return: the first phase to the

1967 lines, and the second to the 1948 lines. The third stage is the

democratic State of Palestine. So we are fighting for these three stages. a

Asked by the intervieuer if the PLO had become more moderate~ Kaddoumi replied:

:tBy moderation we mean ,re are ready... to establish a State on a part of

our territory. In the past we said no, on all of it, immediately, a

democratic State of Palestine. Nm·, '·le sa:y no, this can be implemented in

three stages. That is moderation. 11

This is not moderation. It is the cold, unvarnished truth, notwithstanding

the wishful thinking of certain international figures in Europe and elocwhere.

Some of those "lho fell into the trap of regarding as :tmoderate r: a plan to destroy

Israel in stages were given a rude aWclcening less than two months ago by the

Fourth Congress of al-Fatah, the largest terrorist group within the PLO, headed

by that 'rell-known moderate, Yasser Arafat.

That Congress adopted a i1political programme: l which, as published by the

Beirut ne"lspaper, al-Liwa, on 2 June~ declared that al-Fa.tah's aim is

IIto liquidate the Zionist entity politically, economically, militarily,

culturally and ideologically. 11

The liquidation of Israel is advocated t"10 more times in the course of

this so-called "programme:!.

The Congress also adopted a series of resolutions ~ Which shml that the

liquidation of Israel is only part of a wider design, involving an all-out

onslaught on the free world, in conjunction llith and on the basis of a

:lstrategic alliance" with the Soviet Union. The United States is singled out

as the prime target of these attaclcs, but the lTestern European States, Canada

and Japan are also specifically mentioned. Towards these subversive ends, the

oil lleapon is to be used. The United ~rations system is also to be exploited.

Its resolutions repUdiating the Camp David frameworks are to be promoted and

its anti~Israel positions advanced.
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This is, if I may put it crudely, l1here we are at nmr.

But the Arab rejectionist States are not content to rely on the PLO

or the United Nations. To implement their sinister desicns, they have created

an enormous war machine and thus an ominous threat to peace. The rejectionists'

strategy has been to create an "Eastern Front \; combining, in the first instance,

the armed forces of Syria to the north of Israel, Jordan and Iraq to the east,

and Saudi Arabia to the south. The combined military weight of these countries

will be supplemented in times of war with sophisticated lreapons available in

enormous quantities from the arsenals of other rejectionist States. And this

colossal arr~ of force is to be mounted against Israel, also through Judea

and Samaria if at all possible.

Let me try to give some notion of whr.t is involved: th0 Arab States have

today 500,000 more men under arms than has NATO and three times the artillery

of the combined NATO forces. They also have 3,000 more tallies and several hundred

more combat aircraft than NATO.

The Eastern Front alone, that is Syria, Iraq, Jordan and Saudi Arabia, is

currently equivalent to NATO in manpOl1er and tanks, and already has twice as

much artillery.

In terms of airpower, the Arab armies ,·rill this year equal the combined

strength of the HarsalT Pact forces. They "rill be double that of NATO, or three

times that of the People's Republic of China.

In terms of ground forces, the Arab States have today almost as many tanks as

the United States of America and more artillery than it.

Moreover, in recent months all this has been eclipsed by the undisguised

attempts of Iraq to produce nuclear weapons.

And against whom, one may well ask, is this colossal array of military

power to be used? And given that the quantities of arms involved are far

beyond the Arabs I operational capacity, one may also ask by ,·rhom ,-rill it

be used? Perhaps some members of the Assembly can take these harsh military facts

lightly. Israel cannot.
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The warmongers among the Arabs regard their proposed. PLO State in Judea,

Samaria and the Gaza District as the most important br~dgehead through which

they might realize their dream of a war of annihilation against Israel. Even a

cursory glance at the map will show why. Before 1967, Israel at its narrowest

point was less than nine miles wide, that is, less than the length of

Manhattan Island. Half of Israel's population is concentrated in the narrow

coastal plain between Netanya and Tel Anv. Before 1967, all this population

was within easy reach of Jordan's long guns.

Ever since Judea, Samaria and the Gaza District ha.ve been under Israel

control, the Arab rejectionists have tried to reconvert 'them into forward

bases. In this 'they have allotted the PLO a special role and se't them 'the 'task

of using those terri'tories as a launching pad for acts of hostility, ter:ror,

sabotage and subversion against Israel and its civilian population.

As part of their "grand design", 'the rejectionists would obviously like

those territories leading 'to 'the ou'tskir'ts of Jerusalem, Tel Anv and every

o'ther 'town and city in Israel, 'to become a PLO S'ta'te - and {;r.lptied of any

Israeli presence 'tha't may stand in their way. Israel sees absolu'tely no reason

'to oblige 'them.

If we put aside the myths, the political sloganeering and the p1"opaganda,

the problem facin~ us can be seen 'to be of manageable proportions. There is

already a. Pales'tinian Arab Sta'te called Jordan, populated by the majori'ty of the

Palestinian Arabs. It is a S'tate in which 'the na'tional iden'tity and

aspira'tions of the Palestinian Arabs have already found full expression.

Because of the Arab refusal to make peace with Israel, it was not possible

for three decades to conduc't serious negotiations about the Arab-Israel

conflict in all its aspects. The possibility of such negotiations only opened

up in 1977, and the elements for a comprehensive SOlution of the conflict

only came together at Camp David in the late sur.:mer of 1978. In the course of

bringing these elements together and in the light of the experience gained in

negotiating 'the Israel-Egypt Peace Treaty, ~je have. all cone to recognize

how difficult and complex the process is of reconciling and accowmo<1ating the

legitimate concerns, including the security interest&, of all those involved.
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To mrute peace with Egypt, Israel made many sacrifices and took r.any

risks. Israel preferred these sacrifices for peace over the sacrifices of war.

But given the long record of Arab hostility and nGGression against

Israel, it is inevitable that, before the final boundaries are delineated

between Israel and Jordan, there must be a trunsitional period - a period

which, in the parlance of the United Nations, will in itself constitute a

confidence-building measure. That is precisely the concept embodied in the

Camp David Framework for Peace in the Middle East as regards the future of

Judea, Samaria and the Gaza District and the Palestinian Arabs residinG in

those areas.

The Camp David Framework is squarely based on Security Council

resolution 242 (1967), which to this day remains the only agreed basis

for peace negotiations in the Middle East. Any attempt to tamper with that

resolution or by-pass it through the Genernl Assembly can only undermine the

whole delicate structure on which the peace process is based. And this is

precisely what the initiators of this session want.

The Camp David Framework sees the solution of the question of the

Palestinian Arab residents of Judea, Samaria and the Gaza District in terms of

granting them full autonomy, for a transitional period of five years, before

reaching an agreement on the final status of the areas concerned. To that end,

it was agreed to negotiate on a principle of self-government - to be

exercised through an administrative council - for the Arab inhabitants of

the areas in question.

The Croup David Framework invites the Palestinian Arnb residents of

Judea, Samaria and the Gaza District to play an active role in shaping their

future, by calling on them to participate not only in current negotiations

to set up a self-governing administl'ative council, but also in the negotiations

whi,ch ~d11 determine the final status of the areas they live in, ns well as

in the eventual negotiations on a peace treaty between Israel and Jordan, in

which the delimitation of boundaries betueen the two countries will be agreed.

This solution offers the Palestinian Arabs concerned greater opportunities

than anything they have ~ver experienced in their history. It offers them the

prospect of GoverninG themselves, of prosperity and of a peaceful co-existence

alongside their neighbours. It offers them a secure future, free from terror.
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Much has been claimed and will be claimed here in the name of the

Palestinian Arabs. Little ~ if anything ~ has been said or will be said here

about the Jewish people's inaliena.ble right to self-determination, national

sovereignty and independence in its homeland - the Land of Israel. For here

as elsewhere in the United Nations~ constant attempts are being made to

ignore and deny the fundamental rights of the Jewish people and to obscure

the inseparo.ble bond between the Jewish people and the Jewish homeland, But no

amount of distortion and fabrication in this building can undo so central

El. fact of the political~ spiritual~ cultural and religious history of the world.

The association of the JeloTish people with the Land of Isratel, unique

in its circumstances ~ has always been part and parcel of the history of

mankind, inextricably entwined in the fabric and texture of world culture.

In witness of the profound historical and national ties between the Jewish

people and its Land~ there has been an uninterrupted Jewish presence in the

Land from ancient times to the present day. Although JewiSh sovereignty was

crushed in the year 70 of the Common Era by the legions of imperial Rome~ the

bon~ between the JewiSh people and the Land of Israel was never broken.
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The Jewish people ''i''aS never a people without a homeland. Having been

robbed of their land, J'ews never ceased to give expression to their

anguish at their deprivation and to pray for and demand its return.

Throughout the nearly two millennia of dispersion, the Land of Israel
remained the focus of Jewish national culture.' Every sinr:le day, in all

those 70 generations, Jews gave voice to their attachment to Zion.

In their daily prayers they turned towards Jerusalem, the heart and soul

of the Jewish people, the one and only eternal capital of Israel. Every year,

on the ninth day of Av, according to the Hebrew calendar the anniversary of

the destruction of Jerusalem by Rome and of the resulting loss of Je'dsh national

independence and sovereignty in the Land of Israel, the Jewish people has

marked that calamitous event, as it did yesterday, by a day of fast and

mourning devoted to spiritual reflection and national rededication.

The consciousness of the Jew that the Land of Israel was his country

was not a theoretical exercise or an article of theology or a sophisticated

political outlook. It was, in a sense, all of these - and it was a pervasive

and inextricable element in the very warp and woof of his daily life. Jewish

prayers, Jewish literature are saturated with love and longing for the Land of

Israel. For every Jew, in his home on family occasions, in his daily customs

on weekdays and Sabbath, when he said grace over meals, When he got married,

when he built his home, when he said his words of comfort to mourners, the

context was always his exile, his hope and his belief in the return to Zion

and the reconstruction of his homeland. He carried Eretz Israel, the Land of

Israel. with him wherever he went. Jewish festivals remained tuned to the

circumstances and conditions of the Jewish homeland. Whether Jews remained

in warm Italy, Spain or rforocco, whether they found homes in cold Eastern

Europe, whether they made their way westwards or came to live in the southern

hemisphere where the seasons are rever~ed, they always celebrated the spring

and autumn and winter of the Land of Israel. They prayed for dew in May and for

rain in October.
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Throughout the centuries, even if a large part of the nation was driven

from one exile to another t many stayed on, reinforced time after time by

returning exiles, maintaining their communities in the face of all manners of

persecution, natural disaster and alien conquest. Throughout the centuries

they provided the nucleus arotmd which the aspirations of the dispersed

and persecuted nation were galvanized and, through them, the nation clung

to the dream of returning to its Land.

These passionate yearnings for return finally gnve birth to the practical

ideas and political organizations Which, amid the storms of the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries, launched the mass movement for the Return to Zion

and for restored Jewish national independence. Upheld and fortified in

dispersion and adversity by the vision of an ultimate return, the Jewish

people did not forsake its homeland or forgo its links with it. The Jewish

people has kept faith with its Land, and the Land in turn has kept faith with the

Jewish people.

The bond between the Jewish people and the Land of Israel also found

expression as a matter of course in the League of Nations Mandate for

Palestine. The Preamble to the Mandate referred to ;~he establishment in

Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people tl and stressed ::the historical

connection of the Jewish people with Palestine, and ••• the grounds for

reconstituting!: _ I repeat, reconstituting _ "their national home in that

country.1/

In so doing, the League of Nations merely recognized that only one people

in history has, for 3,000 years and more, preserved and maintained its

unbroken links with the Holy Land. That people is the JewiSh people.

No amount of nay-saying will erase this fact. The truth will not be

gainsaid. History cannot be denied.

Everything I have said holds true with especial force with regard to

Jerusalem. Jerusalem has known many foreign rulers during the course of its

long history but none of them ever regarded it as their capital. Only the

Jewish people has always regarded it as the centre and sole focus of its

national and spiritual life. Since modern population statistics first became
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available in the early nineteenth century those statistics have consistently

shown the existence of an uninterrupted Jewish majority among the city's

residents. At the end of the British Mandate in 1948, Jews accounted for

about two-thirds of the population of Jerusalem. In round terms, this ratio

has been maintained ever since.

Jerusalem has always been the capital of the Jewish people. And it has also

been the capital of the State of Israel since the restoration of our national

independence more than three decades ago. And so it will remain.

I mentioned earlier the supposed connexion between Arab oil and the

question before us. With the world's growing dependence on Arab oil, the

Arab petro-hegemonists have asserted this connexion and have blatantly begun

to blackmail the wcrld,threatening to strangle its economy if the destructive

aims of the PLO are not sa.tisfied. As a result, we have witnessed in recent

months a sorry parade of nations, great and small, trying to supplicate the

Arab oil gods. These nations seem to think that adopting positions which put

Israel's security at risk is a cheap price to pay in an attempt to placate

the Arab petro-hegemonists.

Some 40 years ago, a small, peace-loving and democratic State in the

heart of Europe was sacrificed - allegedly in the name of self-determination

and ostensibly for the sake of I:peace with honour'l. What ensued was

neither peace nor honour, and the entire world paid a heavy price for that

cynical appeasement and shortsighted stance. That dismal lesson has not been

lost on Israel, even if others choose to forget it.

What then are the conditions for a balanced United Nations approach to

the solution of the Arab-Israel conflict?

First, the United Nations must return to the world of reality. In the

process, it must also give up its hypocritical stand and stop applying

double-standards on everything to do with this conflict.
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Secondly, the facts~ the real facts, of the conflict in all its aspects

must be admitted. It must be recognized that the Palestinian Arabs have lon~

enjoyed self-determination and that an Arab State exists in Palestine - namely,

the Palestinian Arab State of Jordan - alonGside the Palestinian Jewish State

of Israel.

Thirdly, it must be recoGnized that the core of the problem has always

been and remains the denial of the right of the Jewish people to self

determination and national sovereignty in its an~estral homeland.

Fourthly, and finally, the General Assembly must recognize that one-·sided

and biased resolutions designed to bypass Security Council resolution 242 (1967)

uill not bring peace any closer. Resolutions and declarations bulldozed throueh

the General Assembly solve nothinG.

This simple truth was stated clearly by a distinguished representative

in the Security Council on 29 Harch 1954~ uhen he observed:

i;you can submit "lhatever resolutions you lilce. But life does not

call for resolutions; it calls for decisions which can promote the

settlement of important international questions which are still

outstanding.

IlHhat is the proper method for this? The method is that of direct

negotiation between the interested parties. On one side we have the

representative of Israel and on the other the representative of gg,ypt:

they are sittine opposite one another. Let them sit do~rn together at

one table and try to settle the questions which the Security Council

cannot settle nOlT. I am deeply convincecl that they can find a better

solution. That is why certain representatives and States ShOH' a stubborn

disinclination to permit direct negotiations between the interested

parties and are trying to interfere in and, unfortunately, to hinder

those neGotiations.;; (S/PV. 664, paras. 95 and 96)

The men who spoke those "Tords was Andrei Vyshinksy of the Soviet Union. Since

-Chat date in 1954 Israel and Egypt have ne~otiated ancl have made peace. This

same option is open to all of Israel's nei~hbours. Indeed, it is the only

constructive option open to them. For the undeniable fact is that the Arab

States and their supporters who have initiated this phoney event can engage

as much as they like in verbal ~Tarfare here at the United Nations. Given the
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parliamentary situation in this Assembly, they may even be able to push through

,.,hatever resolutiods they like.

But these can only be Pyrrhic victories. Those uho seem to think that an

excess of repetitive Assembly resolutions adopted by lnrge automatic

majorities create "rie;hts 11 or make "binding obligations" or even international

la'-T are deluding themselves, and those "rho seem to think that an orgy of s!lecial

reports, special committees, special missions, special sessions, special tmits,

special forces ~nd special agencies can resolve anything have lost touch with

reality. There is nothing special or magical about any of these. In the final

analysis, they 'dll not change anything on the ground. They ,·rill not bring

the course 01' peace any closer.

Only uhen the Arabs exhibit a genuine willingness to m~~e peace, or rather

a willingness to make genuine peace, only ,.,hen they sit down and negotiate

,dth Israel on the basis of recognition and mutual respect, ,·rill a

comprehensive solution to the Arab-Israel conflict in all its aspects be

achieved.

It is my distinct privilege to represent here in this Organization one of

the oldest nations on earth. In our long history we have repeatedly been

assailed by those who are opposed to the ideals and values uhich the Jewish

people has bequeathed to mankind and which we have epitomized in our very being.

Never in our lonG history have ,·re been confounded by the overwhelmin/S odds

confronting us. Never in our long history have we been intimidated into

forsaking the values that we stand for or into compromising our national

integrity.

He ,.,ill not be in an~r vray deterred by the cacophonous chorus of our

detractors or by the forest of arms raised in support of immoral and unfair

resolutions flying in the face of truth and justice. It surely would be absurd

to think that a people with the past and depth of experience of my people can

be browbeaten by the howls of cynics, bigots, hypocrites and opportunists.

Israel will not be deflected. Israel will not give up its resolve. Israel

will continue undeterred in the current peace procesn and in its determined

efforts to bring about a comprehensive peace in our region.
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l>tr. lCUSUMAATMADJA (Indonesia): Mr. President, permit me at the

outset to express my delegation's great satisfaction at your election to

the presidency of the seventh emergency special session of the General .Assembly.

It is also a source of pleasure for me personally to see you presiding over

our deliberations. It is most fitting that one renovmed for his commitment

to the cause of peace and the promotion of co..operation among nations, as vTell

as for his deep dedication to the work of our Organization, should lead us

during the current session.

For more than three decades the problem of the Niddle East, of "Thich

the question of Palestine is the core, has occupied a central place in the

attention of our Oraanization. Hundreds of resolutions and decisions have

been aclopted and many diplomatic initiatives undertaken, always in the hope

that it would be possible to resolve the problem. However, the situa.tion

in that region has been continuously deteriorating, in particular with the

recent adoption by Israel of a series of actions.which has rendered a

peaceful solution to the dispute increasingly. intractable. The responsibility

for such a situation rests squarely with Israel for its continued defiance

of the international community in denying the leaitimate and inalienable

rights of the Palestinian people.
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The delegation of Indonesia therefore supported the request for the

convenin~ of an emergency special session of the General Assembly to consider

the question of Palestine and to deal l1ith Israel's continuing violations

of the rights of the Palestinian people and the threats that those violations

pose to international peace and security. Ny delegation has listened carefully

to the previous statements made during this session and we fully share the

concern expressed at the deterioration of the situation in the occupied Arab

territories. vk believe that this increasingly dangerous situation calls for

serious consideration by this Assembly and the adoption of effective measures.

The C0lJ1111ittee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Ri(';hts of the Palestinian

People~ of which Indonesia is a member, has continued to exert all efforts to

promote the implementation of its reconunendations designed to enable the

Palestinian people to exercise its inalienable rights, as recognized and

defined by the General Asse:cubly. It is obvious to all that the manner in

which the Committee carried out its task '-Tas characterizeCl. by objectivity

and impartiality. Notwithstanding the great complexity of the problems and

the existence of greatly diverging vie"Ts, it has made steadfast efforts to

reach compromise solutions. Adopting a persistent problem-solving. approach,

the Committee has devoted its efforts towards making progress which could be

expected to serve the interests of all the parties concerned. Thus the

Committee, in recoGnizing the basic concern of Israel, refers in its first

report to a proposal that the Security Council not only should demand the

urgent withdrawal of Israel from the Arab territories occupied since 1967

but also could provide international euarante~s for the security of all States

in the liiddle l,i;ast. iIy delegation regards the proposals and recommendations

contained in the Committee's report as constructive and realistic in their

effort to find means l1hereby progress towards peace could be achieved and

redress could be granted the Palestinian people, )·rho have been subjected

to injustice for more than three decades.

At the same time the reports of both that Comr~ittee and the COlmnission

established by the Security Council point to a number of disturbing developments.

As those documents make clear, Israel has intensified its violations of the

national ri~hts of the Palestinian people by authorizing the establishment of
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new settlements aimed at effecting irreversible demographic, cultural, social

and religious changes, by a policy of repression designed to deny the

Palestinian people their right to self-determination and sovereiGnty and by

refusin6 to withdraw from illegally occupied territories. Another aspect of

Israeli policy, as we learn from those reports, is the implementation of all

Itinds of economic, legislative and financial measures intended to bring about

the forced departure of the Arab inhabitants from their homeland. Furthermore,

the recent meeting of the Security Council on Jerusalem has highlighted Israel's

intention to annex the Holy City. It is therefore becoming increasinGly clear

that in defying universal condemnation, Israel's motiv~ is that of a gradual

annexation of occupied territories throu~h demographic, religious, economic and

other measures. Those policies and measures to carry them out have a detrimental

impact on the local population and the territory, and have contributed'to a

dangerous situation which is incompatible with the search for peace in the area.

In the light of these considerations it is futile to refer to the lack

of Palestinian conciliation as a reason for the laclt of proGress in the peace

process. In both human and material terms the Palestinians have paid an

unbearably heavy price as a result of Israel's occupation. Despite their

indescribable sufferings and the .Gigantic scale of their loses, the

Palestinians have sholm their steadfastness and determination. It should be

realized, hOllever, that if peacefUl measures are exhausted - and that is what

a failure of this session in that respect would mean - then there will

inevitably be more determined efforts to redress injustice and humiliation.

It has been universally recognized that the Middle East question is

founded on fundamental principles which have been endorsed by the General

Assembly, namely: first, that the question of Palestine is at the heart of

the ~liddle East problem and consequently no solution can be envisaeed which

does not take into account the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people

to self-determination, inclUding the right to establish its Olm State; secondly,

tllat the participation of the Palestine Liberation Organization as the sole

and legitimate representative of the Palestinian people is an indispensable

element in all deliberations; thirdly, that there should be an unconditional

and immediate withdrawal of Israel from all territories occupied since 1967:
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fourthly~ that all countries in the re~ion~ including the future Palestinian

state, have the right to live in peace within recognized and secure boundaries:

and fifthly~ that the pluralistic society and reli3ious diversity of the Holy

City of Jerusalelll should be maintained and that unilateral measures for

chan~ing the physical character~ demographic composition, institutional structure

and status of tlfe Holy 9;ty should be opposecl. In sum, the issue of the

restoration of the riehts of the Palestinian people is the core of the Middle

East problem and there can be no peace in the area so long as those riehts are

denied. That is the only realistic basis for aChieving a just and lasting

peace in the region.

That is increasingly being rec03nized by other members of the international

cornnunity. On 13 June the European Economic Comnlunity issued a declaration

followinG its conference in Venice, in which it called upon Israel to refrain

from twcing any action which would 'hange the status of Jerusalem and

condenmed Israel's modifications of property and population in the occupied

Arab territorie~ a~ i~le~al under international la11. ~IDre importantly, the Nine

recognized the leeitimate riGht of th" 'JE....estinian people to exercise fully

its right to self··detennination in the frameuork of a comprehensive peace

settlement. The Nine reaffirnled its position in a statement issued on 29 June,

vnlich called for a homeland for the Palestinian people as a necessity. In view

of such grm'ring support for the leGitimate rights of the Palestinian people,

it is incumbent upon Israel to take a more realistic attitude in order to

facilitate a solution.

However, despite the growing consensus on the principles of a I'Iiddle East

settlement, it must be admitted that the situation is worsening and has become

more explosive. The veto has often immobilized the Security Council in the face

of meaningful proposals that 1TOuld have been useful to break the stalemate.

Furthermore, the umrillingness and the inability to 1·rork together and come to

grips with the worsening Middle East problem has led us to the present impasse.

It is sad to note that for too long the vliddle East conflict has been used in

the political ball game between the major Pm·rers, and 1-rithin some of those

Powers themselves.
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I cannot fail to believe that even Israel does not harbour any illusions

about the possibility of achievinG a just and lasting peace in the area as

lonG as its forces are still occupyin~ Arab territories. It is the return of

all occupied Arab territories to their ri~htful o~mers which will pave the way

to,rards the secure boundaries to vnlich Israel aspires. 1k hope that Israel

'fill adopt decisions cOlJlIlensurate ,-Tith the dimensions of the problem and not

endanger the future through measures vnlich will irrevocably lead to failure.
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Indonesia, therefore, joins others in c~lling upon Israel to mwce

positive gestures before it is too late ano. to resolve the conflict peacefully.

l1hat is needed is a courCl.geous political vision and an awareness of the urgent

need to bring about a just and peaceful solution. Israel can hardly demand

recognition of its riGht to exist,if at the same time, it denies the right

of the Palestinian people to establish their State. This was also eloquently

sta.ted by Hrs. Thatcher, the British Prime Minister, during the debate in the

House of Commons on 16 June, as follows:

"If one people expects to exist behind secure boundaries it cannot deny

that right to another people. lfuat one asks for oneself one must be

prepared to accord to others. That is eJ~actly "'That we are saying."

It is a simple truism that no nation can expect of another the recognition

of a righ~ lThich it denies to others. He therefore urge the Government of

Israel to recognize a free and independent Palestinian State as its neighbour.

We hope that it is still possible for reason and common sense to prevail.

In conclusion, our deliberations during this emergency special session are

taking pla~3 at n most crucial phase of the Middle East problem and may well

decide the destiny of that region. There is no question that the Palestinians

""ill refuse to accept as permanent conditions which are unjust and which have been

imposed upon them. 'Specific and concrete action should no longer be delayed.

The General Assembly is in duty bound to talce the necessary measures that

will effectively lead to a situation in which there is respect for law and

peace.

May this Assembly, which meets under the banner of "'Jniting for Peace",

be united in talcing positive action to bring about a just and lasting peace

in the Middle East.
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i~. ICLESTIL (Austria): The world has become too narrow a place

for us to contemplate with tranquillity the continuation of a conflict that

not only has pitted the most violent feelincrs of t110 peoples against each

other, but has far-reaching repercussions and, indeed, harbours a threat to

the security and peace of the international community as a whole.

This is illustrated by the fact that, out of 58 meetings of the Security

Council in the first half of 1980, 33 were devoted to questions relating ·~o

the Middle East. 'It becomes all the more apparent when one lookz beyond the

narrow confines of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and perceives the

dancrer inherent in this conflict for the destabilization of the uhole reaion.

For historical and ~eo~raphical reasons, Europe's relations with the

lvIiddle East have been and w'ill be close and intense. He are convinced that

Europe needs co-operation with that region, 1·,here today old civilizations

are experiencincr an intellectual and economic renaissance. Events of recent

months have also sh01nl how volatile the political situation in that area is

and,in our opinion,it is in everybody's proper interest to keep it free from

foreign interference and truly non-aligned. °A rrecondition for fruitful and

mutually advantageous relations is the stability of the region and so, therefore, is

a final and lasting solution of the Middle East conflict.

The past has seen many efforts to find this solution within the frameworl~

of the United Nations, in the General Assembly and the Security Council, as

11ell as outside through direct political initiatives. 'So far, all of them

have failed to bring a solution nearer to our reach. He do not wish to

belittle here the achievements of the Camp David accords, 1vhich started a

process of peace that is now a reality and has a momentum of its o~m. The

further steps, nowever, which are necessary for a comprehensive, just and

lasting peace have not been forthcoming r.I.nd, at the present time,cloubts seem

justified as to uhether they vdll be achieved in the future.

Austria is convinced that any lasting solution to the Middle East conflict

will have to do full justice to the following elements:

First of all, the recognition of the right of all States in the area to

exist within safe and secure boundaries and n. recognition of the national

rights of the Palestinian people. The l~ey uord, 1·,henever we spea1~ of a
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solution to the Iliddle East conflict is that it has to be just;

am1 justice 1rill have to be done to the Palestinian ]!eople, a IJt;opl;' tlw:c

has been left homelel3s and :lispcrscd and denied its most basic ri~;hts for too

Llan~r years nmr.

An international consensus has developed on the riGhts 0; the Palestinian

people, a consensus not only amon3 the non-aliGned nations, but also wnon~

the nations of Hestern Europe. This special session should contribute to

stren~theninc; that international consensus.

As tIle second pui~t, a people like the Palestinian peo]!le does not need others

to speak on its hehalf and should not be forced into '1ccepting the!:l. i'.nd

those it has chosen, to 11hom it has entrusted its political future, nre the

only ones that should and enn negotintc on its behalf. 1:he Austrian

Gover:mient, for its part, has reCOGnized the P81estine Liberation Or~anization

(PLO) as the representative of the Palestinian people.

The third essential element of any solution is the ,·rithdra,·ral of Israel

from the territories occupied in 1967. Austria fully joir ,.he international

consensus that Israel's policy ,·rith rec;ard to 'bhe occupied tCl'ritories not l.mly

is in contravention of established norms of international Imf, but

further ag~ravates the situation and further endangers the pros]!ects ;0r a

negotiated settlement.

Especiall"{ oyer the past months, violence has escalated in the occu]!iec1

territories and the resentment and resistance of the ]!opulation have risen

to a critical point. In the Security Council "re had the opportunity to hear

the voice of the population of the Hest Bank, IThen the liayors of IIebron and

IIalhoul addressed the Council, and ,·re have also ~eard an increasin~ly doubtful

ancl critical voice from ,·rithin Israel and tll(' Je,'lish l'Torlo. corllIl1unity itself.

Those voices uill finally have to be listened to.

Austria is still of th~ opinion that a comprehensive scttlcnent can best

be a.chieYed bJr neGotiations U1'long all parties direct;ly involved an(1. that direct

tallcs ,Yithout any j,recondition betlreen the tuo ]!arties most intimately and

directly concerned - that is, Israel and the PLO - 'rill have to be initiated.

He are fully mrure of the obstacles in this path, but ue still believe that

with a gl::nuine desire to solve this tragic conflict, those obstacles can be

overcome.
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Austria has close and friendly rela:bions iTith all the countries involved

in the conflict.Uith reGard to Israel, "le relaember in particular that it has

provill.ed a home for many victims of persecution. Uith the Arab 'lol"ld 'le are

united throuc;h A. lilUltitutl.e of historical and cultural ties. He l~no'l that is

is not easy to reverse a pl"OCeSS of Mutual fear e.nd distrust, but iTe' also Imo,v

that i'; is a hiGhly uangerous illusion for any party in the conflict to believe

that 8.dvantageous l'esults can l)e more easilJr obtained by force or

confrontation, rat.her than at the nec;otiatinc; table. Austria has livetl

througll the painfUl realization that those 11110 do not learn from history 'vill

be condemned to repee.t it. On the basis of this re~llization He hope that the

political ,fill and the political courage will be found to ~r0ak the

vicious circle 'nlich has cast that rec;ion into turmoil for so 10n3.
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have been deprived of the riGht to live in peace and dignity, free from fear and

need. Recent distur'bing events and acts of violence in the occupied Hest Ban!;:

as "rell as the hostilities in ,.,ar-torn Lebanon have unnistakably demonstre.ted

once again that the Palestine Cluestion is a.t the centre of the ~'1iddle Bust conflict.

l~oreover .. this conflict is clearly affectin{5 international peace and security.

A just solution of the Palestine question is the obvious rrerequisitc for a

lastin{5 peace in the area.

The participation of the United Nations in the creation of the state of Israel

and~ for more than 30 ye!3.:rs~ its iu'.olvement in the CJ.uestion of Palestine confers

upon the OrGanization a J:'esponsibility ir the search for an equitable and durable

peace settlement. That involvement is ~ moreover, 5.n our vie,·r absolutely vital

to a resolution of the conflict. It. is in this perGrective thnt. T ,·T:i.s1, to make

the follm-ring l"0marks.

After thousands of years of persecution and exile~ the Jev1ish people

:round a haven in Israel and created a democratic country. It is a tragic irony

of history that the Jewish people should deprive another people, the Palestinians)

of precisely that for ,.,hich they ? themselves, have struEmled so much? namely?

self-determination, :1atioIll:l.l identity and a land of their own.

All friends of Israeli democracy·. and 81'1ec1en is among them - mnst 0.1130 note

1dth sorrm., that Israel is currently pursuinG a policy of occupation on the

West Bank and in Gaza which not only contravenes international 1m., , but also runs

~ntirely counter to the democratic principles 1.,hich 1'1e hold to be fundamental.

It is no less tragic that the Palestinians? in the pursuit of their

legitimate national ri{5hts z should resort to violence. As has been so '·roefully

demonstrated earlier this year, violence .inevitably breeds counter··violence.

Experience also shows that armed force does not lead to peace and security in

this area. No efforts must therefore be sparecl to attain a just o.nc1 lasting

negotiated settlement of the " nfJ.ict in t.he Nic1dle East.

Any such settlement must satisfy t"10 central requirements. One is Israeli s

right to continued existence within secure and recor,nized borders. The other is

the reco{5nition of the Palestinians I leeitimatc national rights~ including their

right - should they so 1.,is11 - to establish a S-cate of their own, livine: in peace
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side by side with Israel. In accordance with these principles. the Palestinians

must recognize the right of Israel to exist, as Israel must recognize the right

of the Palestinians to self-determination and statehood.

Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) must continue to be

the foundation for a peaceful settlement. Any detraction from this foundation

can only be detrimental to the peace process. It has long been obvious, however,

that these resolutions must be supplemented by the Security Cotmcil's recognition

of the legitimate national rights of the Palestinian people and of their right

to determine their own future.

Furthermore, a final peace s,-,ttl0mcn-c can be comprehensive and lasting only

if all parties concerned~ including the PLO as the most representative

Palestinian orGanization; pa:ticipate in it. The Palestinians Inust be

represented in all negotiations concernine their own future. A settlement

in the lIriddle East conflict cannot be reached by force, but by peaceful

ld~r;otiatiG.13 and through concessions and compromises by all the rart:'es involved,

including the PLO.

The peace agreement attained between EGyrt and Israel 1~as: in our view: an

important step towards breaking the vicious circle of violence and hatred in

the Middle East. However, no comprohensive solution of the conflict in the

lIliddle East can be within reach unless all the parties concerned ne~otiate and

fully resolve the central issue, which is the Palestine question. Thus

the negotiations between Egypt, Israel and theUnited States on so-called full

autonomy for the Palestinians have brought no concrete results so far. Israel's

narrm~ interpretation of "full autonomyll, compounded bJr the provocative

continuation and extension of the Israeli settlements policy in the occupied

G~rritoriesj constitutes a serious obstacle in this context. The Swedish aovernment

has repeatedly exprcss(ld its firm rejvction of the settlements policy, ,~hich is in

clear violation of international la1.T', and 'toTe urge the Government' of Israel to call a
halt to it. 1fe are also of the opinion that Israel's apparent claims of

sovereignty over 'che occupied territories render a peaceful solution even

more difficult.
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In this connexion~ the ~roblcm of Jerusalem deserves particular mention.

1T~ fully recoBnize the profoundly religious and political significance attached

to Jerusalem by all the parti~s concerned. Wc also recoBnizc the necessity of

determining the status of the city of Jerusalem in a comprehensive peace

settlement. Such an aereement on the city's status - as stated in the recent

Venice declaration of the European Community - should guarantee freedom of

access of everyone to the Holy Places. Let me add that the special status and

international regime of JerusaleUl has been defined by resolutions of the second~

third and fourth sessions of the General Assembly. My Government has supported

those resolutions) as well as relevant Security Council resolutions on

Jerusalem. ~1e have also maintained that the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949
applies also to that part of Jerusalem occupied in 1967. In order not to

complicate further an already delicate situation) the Israeli authorities

must therefore scrupulously avoid all unilateral measures designed to change

the status of Jerusalem.

As stated at the outset~ the question of Palestine lies at the very heart

of the Middle East conflict. Only if the Palestine question is resolved

in all its aspects can we hope to end the conflict raging in that area.

Only then can this threat to world peace and security finally be removed.

It is our sincere hope that the present emereency special session of the

General Assembly will make a concrete contribution towards that goal.
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'Il', rw:OS (P('r1.1)( int-'l'~Jrctation from Spanish): I should lilce to o:ltpress

to you, lIr, President, my deL>p;ntion 's plE'asure at your prcsiel:'ncy of this sC'venth

emerr,ertcy Gpecial sl"'ssion of the General Assembly: this carries ,Tith it

recoGnition of your authority and ability effpctively to conduct our ,,,ork, as

you h::ove c."1l1,J 0:' ~T·:vi.oU8 o~c['.sions,

:::1:.:1'0 C"ln 11. n~ 11(:1.1'i; th:'l.t the c(mv0nin~ of anotlwr eme:rF,Gncy session less than

six r~olltilS a.i'ter the special session 1'7hich ,::cnsidt~red the question of AfGhanistan

den:onstr:'t~~s the s€';riousness of the cris~.s in international relations and the

paltry p~:of,ress Hhich has b;en made in the :!1romotion of peace and security.

Indl'ed, instead of pr(ll;r.~S8 KC; are vitn l , s"inc; ~. return to the tCllSio!'l::: of the cold wa

and to thG r<;;al)pearancr;= of confronta.tions,

Our pres~nce in this Assembly is .'1 demonstration 01' the concern ,dth uhich

tlw GOYGrr.nen~ of Peru reGards the "Torseni.ne; of the international situation"

resulting from the lack of political uill to put into practice the principles

enshrined 5.n the Ilaglla Carta of the United Nations, Thus, Peru stands in

solidarity uith all efforts undertaken by the internF.'.tional community to solve

those problems which threaten the maintenance of international peace and security,

anel in this spirit once a~ain joins 'o1ith 'l;h<:> great majority of nations, "'hich

ll"1.ve l,x:;rcss.:d their "ill to co··operate and to prorr..ote 'l.ny :lction :Limed at the

just resolution ~f the Palestine question within the context of relevant

resolutions of the United Nations and in conformity vith the principles of

international 1all , In this conm::::ion, Peru has staunchly supported international

co..operation on the basis of the respect for the sovereie;n equality of all States

ane':. of solidarity uith developinG peoples. Also, our status as a member country

of the lion..f.ligned Hovement, respc:ctful of an 0sscntially non··bloc stance flnd of

its fundarl.:'ntal principles, lead us to co··operatf! in the consolidation of peace

£In<1 in unci..::rstandinc alllon~ nations...

This :1.s lThy He deeply r2e:re-+. uha.t is happening in the MidcUe East ~ as "Tell

'~~ in other hotlJec1s of international t-=:nsion, He 'believe th:Lt this session

should conclude vrith the ac101;tiol1 of decisions "Thich reflcctthi s Organization's

concern at the p.lralysis GrippinG the process of world detente a,s a whole and

llhich ,,,5.11 put an end to e~~pansionist a~"';cmJJts Hhi~h '1re in con'v \;'avcntion of the

principles of the peaceful coexist'2nce of States, H? consider that our discussions
should facilitate aGrt:)cment on a solution vrhich ,,,ill r)e equitabllJ for all

parties, ,·rill enshrine the inalienable ri~hts of the Palestinian people, ,vill
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guarantee the sovereignty and independence of all the States of the region as

'''ell as their legitimate right to live in conditions of peace and s._~urity ~ and

'rill ensure unrestricted respect for the special status of the Holy City of

Jerusalem.

The Government of Peru knows that it shares the responsibility of the

international community to resolve the question of Palestine so as to ensure peace

in the ~iiddle East region. Therefore ~ ,,,e support the validity of the numerous

resolutions adopted by this Organization, and we were honoured in 1975 to take part

in the United Nations Emergency Force.

Similarly~ we consider that this responsibility must be fully shared by all

members of the international community, without ideolo~ical limitations or

restrictions. Thus~ any initiatives or negotiations which would contribute to the

consolidation of a stable and lasting peace through an adequate beginning of

dialogue, should be fully supported by this Assembly.

The complexity of the factors involved in the Hiddle East conflict connect

it with tensi.ons in other regions of the world, but also with the process of

detente between the great Powers. No one, however, can ignore the fact that the

central question in this case is the Palestinian cause and that it will be difficult

to find a peaceful, integral settlement of the conflict if the exercise of the

inalienable rights of. the Palestinian people is not taken into consideration. It

is also clear that the solution to the problem lnust be based on collective action

und~rtaken by common will and unhwnpered by any attempts or actions which would

weaken the national identity of the States of the region. The achievement of

this solution would be the best historical vindication of the validity of the

United Nations Charter, of the principles enshrined in it and of the decisions

adopted by Member States for the maintenance of peace.

Certainly, all this requires a principled conMitment and a true respect for

the rights of all. This describes the position of Peru ~ '''hich in a fe,., days 'vill

return to the path of constitutional normalcy with the installation of a new

civilian Government, freely elected by the free~ majority "rill of the Peruvian

people. That people lli1derstands that the problem of the Palestinian people is vast

and acute and requires of us realistic formulas, and shared and united efforts to

achieve a comprehensive solution which will permit peacefUl coexistence and

co-operation between communities whose age-old civilizations have given so much to

the ~rorld in culture, the practice of tolerance and the search for peace.

The meeting rose at 1.25 p.m.




